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1v ABSTRACTThis thesis consists of two parts, each representing a different aspect of far- infrared (FIR) physics and technology.Part I deals with the problems related to the physics and the design of one of the extremely useful coherent sources in the FIR region of the electromagnetic spectrum : the optically-pumped FIR waveguide laser. The effects of small waveguide diameter were studied here particularly because of their importance to the practical realization of a compact coherent FIR laser. Two known theoret­ical models were used to analyze the performance of CH3OH 118 /mi laser and CH3F 496 ∕⅛m laser; the results from these models were compared with the results of our experimental parametric study on CH3OH 11B /mi laser. A simplified model of Lourtioz and Adde agrees reasonably well, in a semi- quantitative sense, with our experimental results. The λ^∕⅛^ dependence of dis­tributed waveguide loss for FIR radiation turns out to be the major factor that limits the waveguide size.Part II deals with a problem related to the physics and design of a diplexer for application in the FIR heterodyne radiometry, where signals from the local oscillator and the received signal have to be directed into a detector for fre­quency mixing and for further signal processing. Since the signal of interest is typically very weak, the diplexer should serve the dual purpose of directing the two beams and Altering out the unwanted frequency components (noise) to enhance the signal to noise ratio, and do so with minimum loss.The optimum design parameters for a folded Fabry-Perot quasi-optical ring resonator diplexer were derived, and its performance was investigated both theoretically and experimentally. The results were compared with those of the similar diplexers of non-optimum geometry. The advantages and limitations of
V
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PART I
PARAMETRIC STUDY OF OPTICALLY PUMPED FAR-INFRERED WAVEGUIDE LASERS
2Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 H⅛toπ∞l Sketch-The first optically pumped far infrared (FIR) laser was reported by Chang and Bridges [1.1] in 1970. Laser action on six rotational transitions near 500 %m was observed in methyl fluoride (CHgF) gas, optically pumped by a Q-switched COg laser. Within a few months, Chang, Bridges and Burkhardt [1.2] reported the first cw FIR laser action observed in methyl fluoride (CHgF), methyl alcohol (CHgOH) and vinyl chloride (CgHgCl), pumped by various lines of COg laser.In 1973, Hodges and Hartwick [1.3] reported the use of hollow waveguide reso­nator, constructed from both metallic and dielectric tubes for the FIR cavity. Since then, optically pumped FIR waveguide lasers have attracted the attention of experimentalists, virtually from all fields, looking for a simple, compact, rugged, stable, efhcient, practical, coherent source in the FIR region of the elec­tromagnetic spectrum.Some of the important milestones in the development of optically pumped FIR lasers are summarized in Table 1.1.A bit more than a decade has passed, and hundreds of papers on various aspects of FIR lasers, both theoretical and experimental, have been published. More than twelve hundred FIR laser transitions associated with some fifty molec­ular isotopic species, have been identified and demonstrated. The latest sum­mary of FIR laser wavelengths is given by Coleman [1.4]. Yet, the long awaited goal of of a simple, compact, rugged, stable, coherent FIR source is still far from being satisfied, and some of the fundamental questions remain unanswered.This thesis is the result of an exploration of some of the fundamental prob­lems, undertaken in order to reach a better understanding of the physics invloved and better engineering design parameters.
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Table 1.1
Some of the Milestones in the Development of Optically Pumped 
FIR Lasers.
DATE DESCRIPTION REFERENCE
March 1970 The first report of an Chang and Bridges
optically pumped FIR laser [1.1]
(pulsed operation)
July 1970 The first report of cw Chang, Bridges and
Burkhardt
[1-2]
optically pumped FIR laser
May 1973 The first report of optically 
pumped FIR waveguide laser
Hodges and Hartwick
[1-3]
June 1974 The first theoretical treat­
ment (rate equation model) of 
optically pumped FIR lasers
Tucker
[1.9]
August 1976 Application of opto-acoustic 
absorption cell to the oper­






1J2 The F⅛r-Mτ⅝rwa Region the ∏e⅛⅛Mm,agnetic ⅛cstrαm,The exact extent of the "FIR" region of the electromagnetic spectrum is not sharply defined. The region adopted in this thesis is given in various different units in table 1.2. As the wavelength involved is of the order of fraction of a mil­limeter. it is also known as "submillimeter region" (SMM), especially by people with technical backgrounds in the longer wavelength end (microwave and mil­limeter wave) of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is also interesting to note that the classical expression for energy per degree of freedom (kT∕2) of a sys­tem in equilibrium at room temperature is in the FIR region.The physics and the related applications of FIR radiation, and the experimen­tal difficulties associated with this particular region of electromagnetic spec­trum, have been discussed by Chantry [1.5], Robinson [1.6], and Oepts [1.7]. Kimmitt [1.8] also gives brief descriptions of some of the experiments involving FIR radiation. Some of the areas actively involved in the FIR technique are :* Rotational spectroscopy of molecules* Lattice vibration in crystals* Plasma diagnostics (both gaseous and solid state)* Cyclotron resonance* Superconductivity
1.3 Optically Pmmped FIR Las≈^ B∞iα-The basic energy level scheme of a typical optically pumped FIR laser is illus­trated in Fig. 1.1. Coincidence of the frequency associated with the energy difference between a rotational level of a higher vibrational state and that of a lower vibrational state of a molecule and the frequency of some infrared laser transition is required. These coincidences occur much more frequently than might be imagined a priori, as proven by the large number of FIR laser lines
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Table 1.2
The Far-Infrared (FIR) Region of the Electromagnetic Spectrum.




Wavenumber *ιr⅛n,-**"⅜_____ 10cm 1ZUUCm
Frequency 6X10*2 Hz --- 3X10*1 ng
Energy .025eV ............. .0012eV









*X^O^F)R OUTPUT40 to 2000∕ι
Fig. 1.1 Energy levels of a typical optically pumped far-infrared (FIR) laser.
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listed in [1.4]. The infrared laser (for instance, a C(⅛ laser or a NgO laser) can then be used as a pump to selectively excite the molecular gas. Population inversion is usually achieved in the rotational manifolds of both the higher and lower vibrational states. Pure rotational transitions among the inverted rota­tional levels provide the gain where laser action takes place in a cavity with appropriate feedback as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.2.A typical experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1.3. The upper part of the figure shows a conventional grating-tuned C(⅛ laser capable of 10 W to 30 W on a variety of vibrational transtions in the 9.6 ∕zm and 10.6 ∕zm bands. Fine fre­quency tuning of the laser cavity is provided by one of the mirrors mounted on a PZT element shown at the upper right. Rocksalt beam splitters are used to direct some small fraction (about 5¾) of the output power for wavelength and power monitoring, as shown at the middle right. The main beam is then focused by a lens (typically a BaF2 or ZnSe lens) through a small coupling hole in the input mirror, into the FIR cavity, which consists of the input coupling mirror, a waveguide tube and a output coupling mirror. The FIR output power may be monitored either with a thermal detector or a phase-sensitive detection scheme as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Typical performance data for some of the stronger FIR laser transitions are given in Table 1.3.
i.4 Summary of the Thesis.Chapter 3 begins with a qualitative picture of the fundamental FIR laser processes followed by a brief survey of various analyses based on the rate equa­tion model. A set of rate equations associated with a simplified model is used to obtain the positive gain criterion originally derived by Tucker [1.9]. Two different models are used to analyse the relationships among the performance and the physical parameters of the laser (gas pressure, waveguide diameter,
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Typical Performance Data for Some of the Stronger FIR Laser Transitions. 
(after Μ. Yamanaka, "Submillimeter-wave lasers and their applications,"
Jap. J. of Appl. Phys., vol. 49, No. 8, 1980, page 816.)
359 ! 0.7 MW (single-pulse)
Molecule Pump Laser [ Wavelength (pm) Output Power
'*CHtF 9pm P (32) CO: 1221.8 10 mW (CW.7-4.2⅜)
8 mW (CW,7=IO%) 
5⅛W (multi-pulses) 
1MW( . )
HCOOH 9pm R (28) CO: 513.0 40 mW (CW. ^-8.2%)
'^CHsF 9pm P (20) CO: j
ι
496.1 40 mW (CW. ?-2.9%)
1 MW (multi-pulses)
0.6 MW (single-pulse)
CHJ 10 pm P (18) CO: 447.1 40 mW (CW)
100 ItW (pulsed)
HCOOH 9pm R (20) CO: 432.7 50 mW (CW, r = B. 3⅜)
9 pm R (18) CO: 393.6 50 mW (CW, 7=7.5%)
D:O 9pm R (22) C<⅛ 384.6 10 MW (multi-pulses)
1.3 MW (single-pulse)
CH:F: Bpm R (34) CO: 
9pm R (32) CO: 




24. 5mW(CW, 7 = i6⅜)
33 mW (CW, 7 = 16%)
44 mW (CW. 7=20%)
CH^)H 9pm P (36) CO: 118.8 400 mW (CW. 7=7.9⅜)
lλθ 9pm P (32) CO:
9pm R (12) CO:
119
114
4. 5 MW (mu! ci-pulses)
25 MW ( )
NH, 10 pm P (13) NΛ) 81.5 40 mW (CW, 7 = 10%)
C⅛OH 9pm P (34) CO: 70.5 100 mW (CW, 7=2.4%)
DΛ) 9pm P (32) CO: 66
50.3
45 MW (multi-pulses)
0.45 MW ( . )
CHΛ>H 9pm P (32) CO: 41.7 55 mW (CW)
CF< 9pm R (12) CO: 16 26 0.5MW (pulsed, 0.1 J,
5=5%)
NH: 9pm R (16) CO: 12.81 1.5MW (pulsed. Q 75 J.
7=20%)
12.08 j 2.8 MW (pulsed. 1.25 J,
5=25%)
ΊΊpump power, etc). Of particular interest here are waveguide diameters sufficiently small that the distributed waveguide loss is comparable to or larger than other loss mechanisms; this condition is of particular interest because waveguide loss turns out to be one of the most crucial factors that limits the size (compactness) of FIR laser.The problem of power stability of an FIR laser is treated in Chapter 3, where various factors relating to power stability such as C(⅛ laser output characteris­tics, laser gas absorption characteristics and cavity coupling effects are investi­gated experimentally. The effects of cavity isolation and opto-acoustic active frequency locking are described.Various techniques and designs of spatially uniform output couplers for the FIR laser cavity are given in Chapter 4. A uniform output coupler is an essential element for experimental investigation of the effect of waveguide radius on the laser performance in order to decouple the effects of changing modes from those caused by the variation of waveguide diameter. No uniform output couplers are yet commercially available, and the design of output couplers (either uniform or non-uniform) have been an interesting held of its own.The experimental parametric study, investigating the relationships among FIR power output, pressure of FIR laser gas, waveguide diameter and pump power are described in Chapter 5.A summary of the theoretical and experimental findings, together with their implications, is given in chapter 6.
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Chnptsr 2. Fundamental Proce≈M and Rate Equation Models
2.1 Introduction.Some of the fundamental processes which play dominant roles in FIR laser performance have been summarized by Hodges [2.1] as shown in Fig. 2.1. On one hand, the vibrational relaxation process (shown with rate Γ in Fig. 2.1) and the thermal equilibrization process (shown with rate λ) are responsible for "refilling" the population of the initial state (J',K). On the other hand, the same thermal equilibration processes work to eliminate the desired population inver­sion established in the excited vibrational state by the selective pumping. The optimum operating condition results from the balance of these competing processes, which, in turn depends on macroscopic parameters such as pump power, gas pressure, waveguide diameter and output mirror transmittance. Vari­ous loss mechanisms, unavoidable in real laser operation, further complicate the problem.A more intricate model, taking into account the rotational energy levels and further details of molecular dynamics is illustrated in Fig. 2.2, whereΓ = rate of vibrational relaxation to the ground stateΓ∆j = rate of rotational relaxation to thermal equilibrium within each vibra­tional manifoldsΓv, = rate of velocity cross relaxation to equilibrium Maxwellian distributionΓ⅛χ = rate of K-changing collision process.The rate of K-changing collisional processes as well as other molecular energy transfer mechanisms, such as V-V, V-T , V-R and etc. , (not shown in Fig. 2.2), are known [2.2-2.5] to be much slower than the rotational thermalization rate (I⅛) and can be ignored in general.
14
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Rate equation models, taking into account the various processes described above, have been used to analyze FIR laser performance [2.B-3.12]. Although certain quantum features [2.13-2.17] which can only be understood by a more exotic quantum mechanical treatment have been reported, rate equations are still useful to analyze performance of cw FIR lasers over a fairly wide range of parameters ( pressure, pump power, waveguide radius, etc. ) of practical interest.In pursuing the optimum design of a rugged, compact waveguide FIR laser, it is essential that the dependence of laser performance on size be fully under­stood. With a cylindrical waveguide structure in mind, waveguide radius is obvi­ously one of the most important parameters. Qualitatively, smaller waveguide diameter should increase the FIR gain because of the better pump confinement and the enhancement of vibrational relaxation via wall collisions. On the other hand, a smaller waveguide diameter results in larger waveguide loss for both the pump and the FIR laser beams. In order to understand the overall performance of an FIR laser, a tradeoff between these conflicting requirements should be analyzed.A rate equation analysis, taking into account all the fundamental processes illustrated in Fig. 2.2, was first reported by DeTemple and Danielewicz [2.9] for the cw CHgF waveguide laser at 496 μm. Their theoretical results, for the rela­tionships between FIR output power, pump power , optimum pressure and FIR output mirror transmittance agree fairly well with their experimental data. Unfortunately, the dependence of these parameters on waveguide diameter is not given explicitly, except for one graph of FIR saturation intensity versus pres­sure with waveguide radius as parameter.Following a similar approach, Kokubo et al [2.11] obtained the relationship 
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between FIR output power, gas pressure, waveguide diameter, and FIR output mirror transmittance for a C⅞F metallic waveguide laser at 466 ^⅛m, assuming 8 W pump power and 80 cm waveguide length.The same approach was also followed by Lourtioz and Adde [2.12] to analyze the performance of 118.8 /un CHgOH laser at various pressures, and pump powers for an 1.8 m long, 25 mm ID pyrex waveguide.In Section 2.2 a set of simplified rate equations, taking into account only those fundamental processes illustrated in Fig. 2.1, is used to obtain the positive gain criterion originally derived by Tucker [2.6]. In Section 2.3 a simple phenomenological model incorporating the positive gain criterion is used to esti­mate the FIR laser performance as a function of pressure, pump power and waveguide diameter. An implicit expression for FIR output power given by Lour- tioz and Adde [2.12] is simplified and the effect of waveguide loss is investigated in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 we conclude this chapter by summarizing the major similarities and differences of the results predicted by the two models. A more elaborate discussion and a comparison with experimental results are given in Chapter 6.
2J3 The Rate Equations and Positive Gain Criterion.The model illustrated in Fig. 2.1 is reproduced in Fig. 2.3 with minor re­arrangement and a few changes in notation for convenience. The rate equations associated with this picture are :
N1 = N21W, + (f1Nvo-N1)Γj
Ng = -N21Wp - NzsWy + (fzNvι - N2)Γ3Ns = N23Wp + (f3Nvι -N3)Ij
(2-1)(2-2)(2-3)
Ί8
Fig. 2.3 A simplified energy level diagram and fundamental processes 
of an optically pumped FIR laser.
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1‰ = N-nW, + Nvi T. (2.4)
" **NgιWp — Nyt Γg (2.5)
⅜ - ⅜ (⅝ -γ, -7'p∕L) C + Z, (2.6)⅛y = Up ( ctp — 7p — t/ 2L) C (2.7)Myo + Nyγ = Np (2.B)where




is the Boltzmann occupation factor of level i;is the rate of thermal equlibration within each vibrational level and is given by τr∆y, where ∆t∕ is the linewidth (FWHM) due to pressure broaden­ing;is the rate of transition from vibrational excited state to vibrational ground state;is the rate of input photon density due to the pump and is related to pump power P by Zp = Pp∕πa^Lh!∕p! where a is the guide radius and L is the length of the FIR cavity;is the absorption coefficient for the pump beam and is given by [2.18] Op = N2iλ%gp(t∕)∕πa^LBπt2i. where t2! is the spontaneous lifetime for the 2-*l transition and gp(f)is the appropriate lineshape function; c⅛ is also related to pumping rate Wp and circulating pump photon density ∏p by
7p(γp) is the distributed waveguide loss for the pump (FIR) beam;
20
7p is the mirror absorption loss and the diffraction loss of the pump beam at the end reflectors;<xy is the FIR gain coefficient, given by c⅛ = N23λ⅝p(t∕)∕πa^LBπt23 [2.18]; s? is related to the FIR transition rate Wy and the circulating FIR photon ∖Zpcdensity np by N23Wp = sy∏ycπa^L ; Wp = npτ∏-—gy(ι∕)
OTTtgst is the transmittance of FIR output coupler.Quantum numbers J and K for those states directly involved in the pump excitation and FIR laser transition are given in Table 2.1 for both CH3OH 118.B jum line and CH3F 496 ^tm line. The corresponding Boltzman factors are also listed in the same table for later convenience.The steady state solution is obtained by setting all the time rates of change [L.H.S. of eqns.(2.1) through (2.7)] equal to zero. Solving for N21 and N23. we obtain
N21 = - fi η N. [Wp (1 + ^-) + Γj ]∕D (2-9)
N23 = fi Γj No Wp [1 - R( ⅛3 - ⅛) ]∕D (2.10)
gawhere
D = WpWy[l + ⅞L+ ^- + f,R(l + ⅛ + ⅛(⅛÷fs)ga gs ga ga
+ WpΓj [1 + y- + fιR+ ⅛R ]+Wpη(^-+^-)+ ⅛gz g2 gz ga gs
and R=Γj∕ Γg
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Some Spectroscopic Data Associated With the CH^OH 118.8μm Laser
Table 2.1
Line and CH^F 496μm Laser Line.
















From (2.9) and (2.10), we see that Ng; is always negative as expected whileNzg may be positive or negative. The positive gain criterion (‰>0) leads to the condition
(2.11)
hyp f3∕g3 hypFor -.- ⅛'-3ζl ,the factor y—------- 1 is approximately equal to y-=- [2.22] to a very
Kl ïg/ g2 KΓgood approximation, and (2.11) can be rewritten asH-⅞*⅛] >° °r Γ°>ηr⅛ (2.12)
Equation (2.12) is the positive gain criterion originally derived by Tucker [2.6].The condition as required by (2.11) or (2.12) is by no means sufficient. In prac­tice waveguide loss is always present, and equation (2.7) indicates that the prac­tical laser operating condition should read αp — 7p —
hypAlthough the approximation — «1 is fairly good for the 496 μm line at
. hyproom temperature (—- ≈0.1), for much shorter wavelengths such as the CH3OH
hyp118.8 μm line where —≈0.4 at room temperature the approximation is not asgood, and the more general expression (2.11) should be used instead of (2.12). The positive gain criterion in Tucker's approximation and in the more general form are compared in Table 2.2 for both CH3OH 118 μm and CH3F 496 μm lines at ≈ 300 K.The rotational thermalization rate Γj is given by τr∆yn< where ∆y∏ is the line width due to collisional (homogeneous) broadening and is known [2.19] to be ≈40 MHz per torr for most of the FIR laser molecules. ( The value for CH3OH reported by Lourtioz and Adde [2.12] is " 28 MHz per torr. Γj can therefore be
23
Table 2.2
The Positive Gain Criterion
Comparison of the General Expression and the Tucker's Approximation 
For CHgOH 118.8 pm line and CH^F ⅛96 pm Line.
CHgOH 118.8 urn CHgF 496 urnGeneral expression
Tucker's approximation
Γ 0 -4------ -7 7.32 X 10 Γ- Γ 0 , -4— 7 6.65 X 10
percentage error 25 ⅛
24
expressed ns Γj = C⅛p where p is the gas pressure in Torr and Cg is constant for a given gas, lying in the range of 20x10* to 40x10* Sec^*Torr^*.In general, both molecular collisions and diffusion (collisions with the waveguide wall) may contribute to the vibrational relaxation process, and the vibrational relaxation rate Γ∏ can be expressed as
Γ. = ⅛p + C*∕pa* (2.13)collision term diffusion term
Two important special cases should be noted: Γ c?(1) If Cgp5S>C⅜∕pa* (collision-dominant relaxation), we have . and1⅛ Cgthe positive gain criterion is independent of pressure and waveguide diameter.Γ(2) If Cgp<κC⅜∕pa* (diffusion-dominant relaxation), then τr-^(pa)*Cg∕C⅛ and the positive gain criterion not only establishes a maximum operating pres­sure but also requires that the cutoff pressure be inversely proportional to the waveguide diameter.For CHgF where C⅛≈4.5xlθZ(Sec^* Torr cm^), Cg≈5.9×10(Sec^*Torr^*) [2.20] , simple calculation reveals that under typical operating conditions for the CHgF 496 ∕zm waveguide laser (p-30 to 100 a-0.5 cm to 1.5 cm), C^∕pa*X>Cgp, andthe vibrational relaxation is dominated by diSusi on processes. The a^* depen­dence of cutoff pressure has been verified, and the vibrational relaxation bottleneck limited by diSus ion is now believed to be one of the major causes for the relatively poor output power of the cw CHgF 496 ^m laser.The processes that limit CHgOH laser performance are not so well understood and will be discussed in the following sections.
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M A Simple Phenomenological HodeLIn a review paper [2.19] based on rate equation model of Tucker [2.6] and some phenomenological factors, Hodges estimated the maximum efficiency for conversion of infrared pump power Pp into far-infrared laser output power Pym as
P∏R hιTτR ] (2.14)where gg and gg are the degeneracies of the upper and lower FIR laser levels, t⅛ is the frequency of pump radiation, T is the FIR mirror transmission, A is the cavity loss at the FIR wavelength, 7 is the absorption coefficient for the pump, L is the cavity length, and A, is the cavity loss at the pump wavelength. The physi­cal meaning associated with eqn,(2.14) can be interpreted as follow :
T/ (A+T)
(Pp/hfp) = rate of pump photon input.
[γL∕ (γL + Ap)] = pumping efficiency.
(Pp∕ht∕p)[γL∕ (7L + Ap)] = effective rate of pumping = rate of popu­lating the upper laser level by the IR pump.
[1/ (l+g2∕g3)](Pp∕hyp)[7L∕ (γL+Ap)] = FIR photon emission rate, (assuming that stimulated emission is the only pro­cess that depopulates the upper laser level)= fraction of FIR photons coupled out.
[ -](1
1 + gz/ga
hfpiR ⅞ -, kT Γo J
= rate of FIR photon output
= Ppm/h "HR
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The factor (l-⅛ h^⅛ ΓjkT Γo ) is the positive gain criterion in Tucker's approxima­tion explained in the previous section.In this simplified picture, the pump power enters only as a scaling factor. Saturation effects of both the pump excitation and FIR laser transition are com­pletely ignored, and the cutoff pressure is determined solely by Tucker's positive gain criterion, independent of pump power.
h^FTR Γj.kT IoUsing Hodge's estimation [equation (2.14)], with the expression (l-fg⅛∕g3⅞∕g2(2.14) as — 1) we rewrite equation
P∏R = [ 11 + gz∕g3 TAy + T f3∕ g3γ Γj -,f3∕ gz Γo (215)-)[l-⅛(and use it to estimate the dependence of FIR output power on the active gas pressure and waveguide diameter.The parameters and the associated numerical values used in our computa­tion are listed in Table 2.3, and the results for CH3OH and CH3F are discussed below. The results of our simple model calculation for the CH3F 496 /mi line are shown in Fig. 2.4 for various waveguide radii and two diCerent values of the loss parameter ( Ct = 0.025 and 0.25 ). C⅛ = 0.025 corresponds approximately to a loss fifty times larger than that calculated for a pyrex waveguide EH^ mode at 496 /mi, as evaluated by Marcatili's theory [21]. Since combinations of higher order modes are generally expected in such an "overmoded" waveguide, Cγ is here incorporated as an adjustable parameter to investigate the effects of overall distributed waveguide loss on FIR laser performance.In this simple model, both the optimum pressure and the cutoff pressure are
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Table 2.3Parameters for CHgOH 118 m Laser and CH^F 496 m Laser Used In thePhenomenological Model Calculation.
CHgOH 118 urn CHgF 496 urnSj⅜ 1.065 1.087^FIR 9.69/118.8 9.55/496⅝ 8 W 8 WT 12 X 12 XAp - 0.08 + ∕ a^C] * waveguide loss parameter C. -0.025, 0.25 C. - 0.0125, 0.25a * waveguide radius 1n cm a - .3 cm to 1.5 cm for both lasers
1.1 X 10'2 ∏η-l∕torr 1.75 X 10'2 ∏∏-l∕ι°
L 122 cm 122 cmAp 25 X 25 X1.83 X 10'3 6.6 X 10'32.64 X 10'3 6.71 X 10'3
i∖* Cgp (p 1n Torr) Cg - 28 X lθ6 40 X lθ6F,- Cgp + C^∕pa^ -(5.9Xlθ2, 4.5Xlθ2) (5.9Xlθ2, 4.5Xlθ2)(5.9X1∏2, 4.5X1∏3)(5.9X10^, 4.5Xlθ2)
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CH3F PRESSURE IN UM
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300
Fig. 2.4. Performance of CHgF 496 um laser as estimated by simple phenomenological model. Pump power = 8W. FIR waveguide loss factor = 0.025 for the upper curve and 0.25 for the lower curve, (see text)
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essentially determined by the ratio of the vibrational relaxation rate to the colli­sional thermalization rate via the positive gain criterion, and are almost independent of all other parameters. ( There is a slight dependence of optimum pressure on pump loss A?: the optimum pressure increases slightly as Ap increases ). The optimum waveguide diameter is, however, essentially deter­mined by the FIR waveguide loss factor C⅛ as expected. For (⅛ = .025, the optimal waveguide radius is around 0.8 cm, whereas for C, = 0.25 (i.e. a ten times lossier waveguide), it shifts toward the value beyond 1.5 cm.For the CH3OH 118.8 ∕zm line, the value of Ci is expected to be much smaller [(11B∕496)^^ 1/17 ] because of the dependence [2.21). In order to analyze various effects of different factors, we use C, = 0.0125 and C⅛ = 0.25, with appropriate spectroscopic data for CH3OH 118 ∕zm line, while keeping the vibra­tional relaxation rate unchanged. The results as shown in Fig.2.5 reveal that all the features remain essentially unchanged except for a gain in output power due to the quantum efficiency factor (yp/fp). The effects of the collisional con­tribution and the diffusional contribution to vibrational relaxation [Γ*o = C3p + C⅜∕pa2] are then obtained by using C3=5.9×IO*, C⅜=4.5×10^ ( i.e., increasing the collisional contribution by 100-fold ) and Cg=5.9×10^, C⅛=4.5×10^ (i.e. increasing the diffusional contribution by 10-fold ) and repeating the calcu­lation for the CH3OH 118 ∕zm line. The results are shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7. Increasing the collisional rate even by 100-fold has very little effect on FIR laser performance except for a slight increase in the cutoff pressure and optimal pressure, particularly for large diameter waveguide. Increasing the diffusional contribution by 10-fold, however, not only results in much larger optimum pres­sures and cutoff pressures, but also increases the output power by a factor of two or more.
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FIR DU7PU7 POWER VS PRESSURE
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Fig. 2.5. Performance of CHgOH 118.8 vm laser as estimated by simple phenomenological model. FIR waveguide loss parameter = 0.0125 for upper curves and 0.25 for the lower curves. The collision parameter -? J 25.9x10 and the diffusion parameter * 4.5x10 .(See Table 2.3 for explanation of Cj and
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Fig. 2.6. Performance of CH3OH 118.8 urn laser as estimated by simple phenomenological model. Collisional contribu­tion enhanced (C3 = 5.9x10^) by 100-fold as compared to Fig. 2.5.
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Fig. 2.7. Performance of CH3OH ∏8.8 μm laser as estimated by simple phenomenological model. D1ffus1onal contrlbu- 3 tlon to vibrational relaxation enhanced ( = 4.5x10 )by 10-fold as compared to Fig. 2.5.
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2.4 A Simp!ii⅛d R≈ui⅛ of ⅛∏rtiαg ⅛nd Adde Hsd⅛,Following the approach of DeTemple and Danielewicz [8], based on a set of rate equations that take into account all the processes illustrated in Fig.2.2, and using the results of Rigrod's theory [23], the following expression for FIR laser output power was obtained by Lourtioz and Adde [12]
P∏R = T S Ipm 1l+g2∕g3 ι^TR PjR yL⅛1R S yL+Ap (1-A.)T +Ap (216)
λm (1 +2⅛∕Ip)'
⅛ΙR ,(1 + 2I∏R∕IsAτ)Z
where ⅛⅛τ is the FIR saturation intensity defined by
⅛7Γ⅝C(l+g2∕g3)λ⅛'and the circulating FIR intensity ⅛ is related to the FIR output power byP∏κ = 2TSIpiR, (2.18)where S=πa^ is the cross-sectional area of the waveguide (assuming uniform output coupling through out the whole aperture). ⅛ and Ijg are the correspond­ing parameters at pump wavelength: ⅛ is related to the pump power and pump loss by ⅛= 2^P∏t∕ S/ (yL+A). and ⅛ is dehned by y=y∏∕ (l+⅛∕Io), where y∏ is the small-signal absorption coeŒ.cient, and y is its saturated version. A* is related to the excited state FIR re-absorption and is given byA< = Γj( ( ^ + NofS^y)p(<5v∕Δv) (2.19)
where fg is the equilibrium fraction of the upper vibrational state referred to the total number of molecules per unit volume Ng.
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Pι⅛y-) = ∕- f(v)α(v.M∏R)dv
with
α(v.^τg) = cx.(v,:/Fm) ∕(1 +2 γ^-c⅛(v,Mym))
1SAT




The Maxwellian velocity distribution is given by f(v) with a width 2∆v = 2VKT∕m. which is related to the Doppler widths of the pump and FIR transitions through 3Δ V= λj⅝∆ t^D jg=λpγg∆ JΙRNote that since ⅛ is related to P∏R by equation (2.18), equation (2.16) is in fact a very complicated implicit equation for P∏R. Ideally, if one can carefully incorporate the dependence on pressure and waveguide diameter of each factor on the right hand side of equation (2.16) and use numerical integration and an iteration approach to solve the implicit equation for P∏R, one can obtain the dependence of FIR output power on pump power, active gas pressure, waveguide diameter and output mirror transmittance, provided that all the molecular and spectroscopic constants as well as the loss parameters are known. Unfor­tunately, such a "brute force" approach, if not practically impossible, turns out to be extremely difficult. An alternative is of course to seek for reasonable approximations to simplify the equation to make it practically manageable.A giant step that enormously simplifies the mathematics is to ignore the FIR excited state absorption term by setting A. = 0. The effect of this simplification will be discussed at the end of this section. With A* = 0, eqn. (2.16) takes the simple form
35
Γ b*y≈L b,i + —⅛ [ι÷y]'
-1] (2.23)
where
bi = [ ------ 1------](i⅛⅛-JχL-v-J—) -A-1 + g2∕ gs s yL + Ay A? + T ⅛AT
ba s





By straightforward algebra, we obtain
(l+y) + b2[l+y]2 - bi = 0
1. L[l+y]^ =(-b2+[b^2+4b1]^)∕2 (2.26)LNote that the negative root (-bg-[b⅛+4bι]^)∕2 is ignored, because
From eqns. (2.25) and (2.26), the FIR output power Pym can be expressed as
P∞ = τs⅛τ( , ). (3.27)
where s=ττa^ is the waveguide cross-sectional area and bi and bg are deSned by equations 2.24(a) and 2.24(b).Using equation 2.27, with bi and bg given by 2.24(a) and 2.24(b), we re­investigate the dependence of FIR output power on pump power, active gas pres­sure and waveguide diameter for CH3OH 116 ∕ιm line and CHgΓ 496 j½m line. In addition to the parameters used in the previous model (values of which are 
36
listed in Table 2.3 ) we have used the known values of saturation intensity for both the pump and FIR transition as listed in Table 2.4.The results for C¾F 496 μm line are shown in Fig. 2.B through Fig. 2.10 and the corresponding results for CHgOH 116 μm line are shown in Fig. 2.11 through Fig. 2.13. By comparing these figures, it can been seen that for the same waveguide loss parameter the general trend of the corresponding curves is about the same with the following distinctive quantitative features:(1) The FIR output for CH3OH 116 μm line is about 4 to 5 times higher than CH3F 496 μm line, as expected from the quantum efficiency factor(2) The optimum pressure as well as the cutoff pressure for 116 μm line is about twice that for 496 μm line.Strictly speaking, it is inappropriate to compare performance of the two laser lines for the same waveguide loss parameter as explained in the previous sec­tion. Because of the λ^∕a^ dependence of waveguide loss, 116 μm line is expected to be about 17 times lossier than 496 μm line for the same waveguide radius, and it is, therefore, more appropriate to compare Fig. 2.10 with Fig. 2.11. This reveals that for a given waveguide radius, different performance of the two laser lines may largely be due to the dependence of waveguide loss. The 496 μm laser line should be favored by a large waveguide radius because of the large loss factor. Within the range of pump power and waveguide radius under investi­gation (pump power -* 5 W to 15 W, waveguide radius - 3 mm to 15 mm) the optimum FIR output for CH3OH 118 μm line may be as high as 12 times that for CH3F 496 μm line.In order to estimate the effect of excited state FIR absorption processes (see equation 2.19) we repeat the computation for the CH3OH 116 μm line with values of all the parameters identical to those given by Lourtioz and Adde [12], and
37
Table 2.4
Pump and FIR Saturation Intensity
for
CH3OH 118 pm Laser and CH^F 496 μm Laser
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CH3F PRESSURE IN μ
Fig. 2.8 Performance of CH^F 496 μm laser as estimated by the 
simplified Lourtioz and Adde model ( waveguide loss 
parameter = 0.0125 ).
For each waveguide radius, pump power = 15 W for the upper curve
10 W for the middle curve
5 W for the lower curve
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CH^F PRESSURE IN 3
Fig. 2.9 Performance of CH^F 496 μm laser as estimated by the 
simplified Lourtioz and Adde model ( waveguide loss 
parameter = 0.025 ).
For each waveguide radius, pump power = 15 W for the upper cuγrve
10 W for the middle curve
5 W for the lower curve
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CHgF PRESSURE IN p
Fig. 2.10 Performance of CH^F 496 pm laser as estimated by the 
simplified Lourtioz and Adde model ( waveguide loss 
parameter = 0.25 ).
For each waveguide radius, pump power = 15 V for the upper curve
10 W for the middle curve
5 W for the lower curve
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CH^OH PRESSURE IN u
Fig. 2.11 Performance of CH^OH 118 pm laser as estimated by the 
simplified Lourtioz and Adde model ( waveguide loss 
parameter = 0.0125 ).
For each waveguide radius, pump power = 15 W for the upper curve
10 W for the middle curve
5 W for the lower curve
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CH^OH PRESSURE IN μ
Fig. 2.12 Performance of CH^OH 118 μm laser as estimated by the 
simplified Lourtioz and Adde model ( waveguide loss 
parameter = 0.025 ).
For each waveguide radius, pump power = 15 W for the upper curve
10 W for the middle curve
5 W for the lower curve
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CH3OH PRESSURE IN μ
Fig. 2.13 Performance of CH^OH 118 pm laser as estimated by the 
simplified Lourtioz and Adde model ( waveguide loss 
parameter = 0.25 ).
For each waveguide radius, pump power = 15 W for the upper curve
10 W for the middle curve
5 W for the lower curve
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again we ignore the excited state FIR absorption term by setting A,=0. The results are shown in Fig. 2.14. Comparison of Fig. 2.14 with the result reported by Lourtioz and Ad de (reproduced here as Fig. 2.15 for convenience) indicates that excited state FIR absorption may significantly reduce both the output power and the cutoff pressure. Although Lourtioz and Adds have shown that the effect is more significant in the region of small pump power and high operating pressure, its dependence on waveguide radius has not been reported.
2.5 Summary of the Major Results.Two different models. Hodges' pheonomenological model and Lourtioz and Ad de model, were used in section 2.3 and 2.4 to analyzed FIR laser performance. Qualitative pressure dependences of FIR output power predicted by the two models are similar in the sense that there exists an optimum pressure at which the FIR output is maximum, and a cutoff pressure beyond which the FIR laser output is zero. Another common feature is that both the optimum and the cutoff pressures are inversely proportional to the waveguide diameter in most of the range of parameters under investigation.Quantitatively, the following differences could be noted :(1) In the simple phenomenological model, the pump power enters the expression for FIR output only as a scaling factor (see equation (2.14)) and affects neither the optimum pressure nor the cutoff pressure. In Lourtioz and Adde model, the dependence on pump power of both the optimum and the cutoff pressures is approximately linear.(2) In the simple phenomenological model, both the cutoff and the optimum pressures are essentially determined by the diffusional contribution to vibrational relaxation. The cutoff pressure, the optimum pressure and the FIR output power are all approximately doubled when the diffusional contribution to
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Fig. 2.14 Performance of CH^OH 118 pm laser as estimated by 
Lourtioz and Adde model. Values of parameters identical 
to those reported by Lourtioz and Adde f2.12J are used 
with the exception that A^ is set to zero to estimate 
the effect of excited state FIR absorption.
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Fig. 2.15 Performance of CH^OH 118 urn laser (after Lourtioz and 
Adde [2.12]). Values of pump power are : 1) 14.3W, 
2) 11W, 3) 7.8W, 4) 4.25W, 5) 1.92W.
Full lines : experiment, dotted lines : theory. 
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vibrational relaxation ⅛ increased by a factor of ten. In the Lourtioz and Adde model, higher FIR frequency for CHgOH 118 μm line relative to CHgF 496 μm line turns out to be the major factor responsible for higher FIR output and higher optimum and cutoff pressures of the former relative to the latter. The contribu­tion from vibrational relaxation, although included in the original expression (equation (2.16)), was completely ignored in the final calculation.Performances of CHgF 496 μm laser predicted by the two models agrees rea­sonably well with each other, considering all the approximation involved. As for the CHgOH 11B μm line, however, we have to assume that the diπusional contri­bution to vibrational relaxation is almost ten times larger than that for CHgF 496 μm line in order to get reasonable agreement between the two models.Comparison with the experimental results and a more elaborate discussion on the two models will be given in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 3. FIR LASER STABILIZATION
3.1 ⅛tτodnction to the Stability PrsMem.Since the birth of optically pumped FIR lasers, the relatively poor stability of the FIR output power has been one of the factors that discourages its use in wide varieties of applications.It is expected that the thermal drift of the FIR cavity length will introduce only a long term power drift which can be reduced by utilizing material with a small thermal expansion coefficient such as invar to construct the mechanical support structure. Furthermore such a simple length drift would be expected to be easily correctable by simply retuning the FIR cavity length. Detailed experi­mental studies reveal that the tuning process is much more involved than anti­cipated and may introduce undesirable frequency pulling effects on the COg laser.The theory presented in section 2.2 indicated that, because of collisional thermalization, the FIR laser can be operated only at relatively low gas pressure ( typically 40 to 450 ^tm ). As a consequence, the frequency characteristics of the absorption are, in general, Doppler-broadened, with relatively narrow line widths of the order of 60 MHz. It should not be surprising that the frequency stability of the COg pump laser turns out to be the most crucial factor that determines the power stability of FIR output.The characteristics of the COg pump laser output and FIR laser gas absorp­tion are treated in section 3.2 and section 3.3. In section 3.4, the principles and experimental methods of opto-acoustic detection and its use in locking the COg laser frequency to the FIR gas absorption peak are treated in detail. The effects of cavity frequency pulling and cavity isolation are treated in section 3.5. Important experimental results are summarized in section 3.6.
5Ί
3 JZ Chmwet≈⅛aUα of CO, L∞er Output.Virtually all the COg lasers used in optically-pumped FIR laser systems utilize a grating to select a particular vibrational transition. A piezo-electrically driven mount for one of the resonator mirrors is used to fine-tune or modulate the cavity length.The frequency resolution ∆f of a grating, for any particular grating order "n", can be expressed as = 1/ nN, where N is the total number of rulings exposed to the beam [3.1]. For grating with 75 lines/mm and a COg intracavity beam width of 3 to 4 mm, N=⅛300.For a grating mounted in the Littrow configuration [3.2], {n]=l
Since the frequency separation between adjacent COg vibrational transitions is about 50 GHz [3.3, 3.4], the grating serves to select a particular line, as illus­trated in Fig. 3.1(a).The free spectral range (FSR) [3.5] of a laser cavity is given by FSR = c∕2L : where c is the velocity of light in free space and L is the cavity length. For a typ­ical cavity length of =⅛1.5 meter, FSR≥400 MHz. The Doppler width of the COg gain profile is ⅛⅛53 MHz [3.6] at room temperature, while the collisional width is =⅛ 5 MHz/torr [3.7]. At the typical operating pressure of approximately 30 torr, the COg gain profile is predominantly collision broadened, with line width of approximately 150 MHz. The features within a specific laser transition are illus­trated in Fig.3.1(b).As the cavity length is changed by varying the piezo-electric tranducer (PZT) voltage, the laser frequency varies accordingly, and the output power more or
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(b)
Fig. 3.1.(a) Comparison of grating reflectivity vs. wavelength and positions of typical COp laser transition.-— Frequency characteristics of a grating for a particular grating order.IR pump laser lines (vibrational transitions)(b) Comparison of a typical COp laser collision-broadened gain curve with the cavity resonances of a 1.5 meter cavity.— Typical gain profile of a Cθ-laser line at qas pressure ≈ 30 Torrs... Frequency characteristics of the laser cavity for cavity length . 1.5 meter 
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less follows the gain profile traversed by one of the cavity resonance peaks to a point where the gain becomes so low that "frequency hopping" to an adjacent cavity peak with much higher gain takes place. This phenomenon appeared con­sistently in all the C(⅛ lasers used in this study [ two constructed at Caltech and one commercial unit : Apollo Laser Inc. Model 122 ]. A typical experimental curve is shown in Fig.3.2.
3.3 Characteristics of Active Gas AbsorptionsA typical absorption profile in the vicinity of 9.7 μm for methanol (CHgOH) vapor at pressure of the order of 200 μ is shown in Fig. 3.3(a) together with the probe laser beam intensity profile and the FIR laser output at 118 μm. These experimental data were taken with the opto-acoustic technique described in the next section. The extremely sharp FIR laser output pro Ale clearly indicates that out of the relatively broad absorption band, only a very narrow range of pump laser frequencies (not resolved in the absorption curve ) is effective in creating the population inversion required for the laser action.The C(⅛ output power profile ,the CH3OH absorption profile, and the FIR out­put power in Fig. 3.3(a) are sampled at representative points and reproduced in Fig. 3.3(b) together with the normalized absorption signal defined as the absorp­tion signal ∕ pump power. Although the detailed structure of the normalized curve may not be exact due to the noise involved in the original experimental data as well as the sampling process, it does, however, indicate that some fine structure exists within the broad absorption profile. The overall match of the absorption responsible for FIR laser action and the C(⅛ power curve results in FIR laser action: on a number of wavelengths. Only the strong 118 μm laser was studied in this investigation, and its optimum pump frequency is indicated in Fig. 3.3 (b). Other FIR lasers exhibit different optimum pump frequencies within
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Fig. 3.2 CO^ laser output power 
( typical experimental 















Fig. 3.3(b) C(⅛ laser output power, CH3OH absorption signal,FIR laser output power and normalized CH3OH absorption vs PZT driving voltage [discrete sampling of Fig. 3.3(a)].0 : CO2 pump power; Δ : CH3OH absorption signal ;+ : Normalized absorption curve, π : FIR output power.
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the C0g tuning curve, according to their rotational levels.
3.4 Opt∞coustic Frequency Locking.
3.4.1 Basic Principle*.The basic idea of the optoacoustic detector or "spectrophone" [3.8, 3.9, 3.10] is to incorporate a microphone in a sample gas cell to sense the pressure varia­tion due to changes in pump laser power absorbted in the gas. Such changes could be produced by modulating the amplitude of the laser pump power. Alter­natively, if the amplitude of the pump laser is constant, the amount of the power absorbed can be modulated by changing the frequency of the laser. Since the degree of absorption in the gas is strongly frequency dependent, the ampli­tude of the pressure variation and hence the microphone signal will depend on the slope of the absorption profile. If the microphone signal is detected by a phase sensitive detector, the integrated de output of the detector will be as is illustrated in Fig. 3.4. Frequency modulation of the pump laser is typically achieved by applying an a.c. signal on top of a d.c. bias voltage to a piezoelectric transducer (PZT) that controls the position of one the laser cavity reflectors. The first derivative signal can then be used as an error signal to actively correct the d.c. biased voltage on PZT so that the resonance peak of the laser cavity coincides with the peak of the absorption.
3.4J3 Experimental Set-up and Résulta.Fig. 3.5 is a schematic diagram of the experimental set-up. The first deriva­tive signal for IR resonance absorption of CHgOH vapor in the vicinity of 9.7 μm is shown in fig 3.6, together with the FIR laser output power. These experimental curves are obtained by applying an a.c. signal on top of a ramp voltage to dither and scan the CC⅛ laser cavity length. Note that the FIR laser lases at points where the first-derivative signal crosses the zero level as indicated by arrows in
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Fig. 3.4 Basic idea of opto-acoustic frequency locking
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Fig. 3.6 First derivative signal of CH^OH absorption curve and FIR 
laser output power v.s. PZT driving voltage ( all in arbitrary 
units).The dotted arrows indicate the actual position of the 
FIR output peaks.
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Fig. 3.5. Obviously, these ere the points where the COg laser has to be locked to make the FIR laser lase at that particular frequency.The FIR output power of the CH3OH 118 μm line obtained with the active fre­quency locking of CO2 laser by optoacoustic method as described above is shown in Fig. 3.7. For comparison, the output power of the same run with the active loop turned off is shown in the same figure. Without active frequency locking, severe FIR power drift due to slow frequency drift of CC⅛ laser in time over 10 to 30 min is typical. With the active frequency locking, the FIR laser can typically by operated for hours with short term power fluctuation of the order of ± 3% and long term power drift of the order of ⅛ B¾.If the COg laser cavity length is scanned by applying a ramp voltage to the PZT, without superposition of the a.c. dither signal, and the COg laser beam is chopped, the integrated d.c. signal from the phase sensitive detector will then trace out the absorption profile instead of its first-derivative. The absorption profile shown in Fig.3.3(a) in the previous section is obtained by this procedure.
3.4.3 The Spectrophone.A spectrophone consists of a gas cell that contains a microphone to sense the pressure variation due to resonance absorption of radiation. It is obviously the key element in the opto-acoustic frequency locking technique. Various proper­ties of the spectrophone in general, and the problems of signal to noise ratio enhancement in particular, had been investigated recently by Kavaya [3.10]. This thesis may be consulted for a detailed theory of operation and S/N perfor­mance, as well as a comprehensive guide to previous work. Qualitatively speak­ing. a smaller cell volume tends to increase the signal to noise ratio and is there­fore desirable.The spectrophone, if properly designed, can be mounted either inside the FIR
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laser gas chamber or outside the chamber. A schematic diagram of an extremely simple internal spectrophone and the layout illustrating how it is incorporated in our experimental setup are shown in Fig. 3.8. Some of the advantages and disvantages of an internal spectrophone and an external spec­trophone are compared in table 3.1.




Fig. 3.8 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup incorporating an extremely simple Internal spectrophone.W] : ZnSe window at Brewster Angle ;⅛2 : NaCl window at Brewster Angle ;S : Spectrophone cell ; MIC : microphone ;1C : Input coupling copper morror ; M : Input coupler mount ; MG : pyrex tube waveguide.
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Table 3.1
Comparison of Some Advantages and Disadvantages of Internal
and External Spectrophones
Internal Spectrophone
Monitoring the absorption siganl of the 
gas which forms part of the laser 
media and is therefore in the same 
physical environment (pressure, 
temperature ..) as the lasing gas.
Constrainted to the FIR laser 
operating condition and cannot be 
controlled independently.
Some of the useful pumped power 
is wasted because of the Fresnel 
ref lection at the spectrophone 
windows as well as absorption of 
the windows and gas.
Operates on the full pump flux, 
which maximizes the signal.
External Spectrophone
Monitoring an independent 
sample gas cell whose physical 
enviroment may be different 
from that of the lasing 
medium.
Not coupled to the FIR laser 
operation and can, therefore, 
be controlled ( varying the 
parameters) independently.
Can utilizing the fraction 
of the pump beam (typically 
to 101) 6plit off
for power monitoring purposes, 
with no extra loss of pump 
power.
Uses only split-off fraction 
of the pump flux.
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point at which the COg laser should be locked.
3.5 Frequency PuMimgBN∞t⅛An optically-pumped FIR laser is a laser-pumped-laser system. In the typical experimental setup illustrated schematically in Fig 1.3 or 3.5. there usually exists a significant coupling between the FIR laser cavity and the COg laser cavity by reflection of the CC⅛ laser beam from the FIR cavity mirrors.The output power of the COg laser monitored by the power meter (PM) [see Fig. 3.5] is shown in Fig. 3.9. When the FIR cavity is blocked, the typical short term power fluctuation is less than ⅛ 1%. It jumps to the values of ⅛ 2% to ⅛5¾ immediately after the FIR cavity is unblocked and relaxes back to the steady state value in time of the order of a few minutes (for reasons not fully under­stood). Similar effects have also been observed when a beam attenuator such as a polished rock salt hat or zinc selenide hat is inserted in the COg laser beam path. Occasionally, the effect may be strong enough to drive the COg feedback loop out of lock, so that the PZT driving voltage has to be readjusted manually.The effect of cavity frequency pulling and a passive isolation method to minimize such an undesirable effect are discussed by Mansfield [3.14]. For the CH3OH 118 /mi line, the effect is, however, much less pronounced than the case reported by Mansfield.
3.6 Conclusion.To summarize, we conclude that optoacoustic active frequency locking of COg pump laser to the resonance absorption peak of the FIR laser gas via an internal spectrophone is a simple and efficient means of improving the long term FIR power stability. It can typically hold the FIR laser power to within ± 6¾ for hours without attendance. The fact that the integrated output from the phase sensi­tive detector can serve as "a preliminary indicator for optimum point" adds
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another ingredient to this method as compared to the others.
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Chapter 4. RESONATOR MIRRORS FOR OPTICALLY PUMPED HR LASERS.
4.1 A G≈neml Survey of Various Output Coupling Schema.
4.1.1 Basic RequirementsThe resonator mirrors for optically pumped FIR lasers must simultaneously possess desired properties at two separated wavelengths, namely, the infrared pump wavelength and the far infrared laser wavelength. Ideally, they should(i) Reflect 100¾ of the radiation over the whole range of the pump laser bands (yet allow the pumped radiation to enter the cavity through one mirror, the input coupler)(ii) Partially transmit a specified fraction ( 5¾ to 40¾ ) of the radiation at the FIR laser wavelength through one mirror, the output coupler(iii) The absorption loss at both wavelengths should be minimum (ideally zero)In most of the situations, where minimum FIR output beam divergence is desired, the FIR laser EHn mode is preferred, and the coupling should be uni­form across the whole aperture of the mirrors. Obviously, it is very difBcult to satisfy all these requirements, and much work has been done toward this end. This work is reviewed briefly below.
4.1.2 Various Output Coupling Schemes-Various mirror types have been used in optically pumped FIR lasers to optim­ize performance, particularly the FIR output coupling mirror:(1) Simple hole (SH) couplers [4.1-4.6](2) Metal dielectric hole (MDH) couplers [4.6-4.7](3) Metal mesh (MM) couplers [4.8-4.9](4) Hybrid metal mesh dielectric (MMD) couplers [4.10-4.13]
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(5) Hybrid capacitive mesh hole (CMH) couplers [4.13](6) Dielectric-coated etalon (DCE) couplers [4.7-4.14](7) Variable interferometric couplers [4.15-4.19]A brief description of the structure, characteristics, advantages and disadvan­tages of each of them is given in the following section, and summarized in Fig. 4.1.
4.1.3 A General Survey.(1) Simple hole (SH) couplers.[4.1-4.6]Simple hole couplers were used in almost all the early versions of optically pumped FIR lasers [4.1-4.3]. They are rugged, relatively simple and inexpensive to fabricate. They can be operated over a very broad spectral range with very low FIR loss. Their major disadvantage lies in the fact that the coupling hole size is the only independent parameter that controls the transmittance/reBectance of both the pump and the FIR laser beams. The laser rarely operates in the EHu mode if the coupling hole is larger than a small fraction of the mode diameter. FIR output from the hole is highly divergent because of its oscillation in combi­nation of higher order EH∏m modes. In addition, the pump laser escapes through the FIR output coupling hole.









































(1).  The FIR laser mode structure is still coupled to the size of the hole as in case (1).
(3) Metal mesh (MM) couplers.[4.8,4.9]A metal mesh structure can be either inductive or capacitive [4.20]. Wood, et al. [4.8] used a free-standing metal mesh for both input and output coupling in their metallic waveguide laser. A well- collimated FIR output beam with a half­angle divergence less than .03 radian was achieved, and the observed intensity patterns corresponding to TEoι and TE02 metallic waveguide modes [4.21]. The characteristics of a capacitive mesh structure coated on a z-cut crystal quartz substrate have been investigated by Wolfe, et al. [4.9]. Although the transmis­sion of a metal mesh coupler at any particular FIR wavelength can be controlled by proper choice of the grid period (g) and grid width (2a) , the IR reflectance can not be controlled independently. The IR wavelength is typically in the diffraction region (λ < q), and the reported 65% specular reflection [4.9] is rela­tively poor compared to other schemes.
(4) Hybrid metal mesh dielectric (MMD) couplers.[4.10-4.13]In the MMD couplers, first reported by Danielewicz, et al. [4.10], the specified FIR transmittance is controlled by a proper choice of the metal mesh parame­ters ( grid period g and grid width 2a ), while high IR reflectance is achieved by a multi-layer dielectric coating. Two variations of MMD geometry have been inves­tigated [4.12]. The original version [4.10], fabricated in the order: substrate, metal mesh, multi-layer dielectric IR reflector (see Table 4.1 ) has the disadvan­tage that the IR reflector is in the interior of the FIR cavity and may cause significant FIR absorption. A later version [4.12], fabricated in the order: sub­strate, IR reflector, metal mesh, tends to reduce FIR loss by placing the IR reflector outside the FIR cavity. Diffraction of the IR pump wavelength by the 
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metal mesh, however, may result in larger IR loss relative to the original version, In both cases, the output coupling is uniform over the mirror, and laser oscilla­tion in the lowest loss EH^ dielectric waveguide mode [4.22] have been identified. Each MMD coupler can be designed for specified reflectance at rela­tively narrow band around any particular FIR wavelength. The complicated fabrication procedure is the major factor that has precluded their widespread use; these mirrors are not commercially available.
(5) Hybrid capacitive mesh hole (CMH) couplers.[4.13]The CMH coupler described by Weitz, et al. [4.13], is based on the same idea as the MDH coupler except that the multi-layer dielectric is replaced by a capaci­tive mesh structure. It is a result of the tradeoff among uniform output cou­pling property, IR reflectance and complexity of fabrication. It is particularly useful for short FIR wavelength (for instance. CH3OH 70 /mi line) where the FIR absorption loss due to IR-re&ecting multilayer dielectric becomes more pro­nounced.
(6) Dielectric-coated etalon (DCE) couplers.[4.7.4.14]DCE couplers fabricated from high purity single crystal silicon with multi­layer dielectric coatings on one side for high IR reflectance, were first described by Hodges, et al. [4.7], and investigated by Durschlag, et al. [4.14]. The major disadvantage of this single-element etalon is that the maximum FIR reflectance achievable ( 70¾ ), overcouples the FIR laser radiation for most transitions.
(7) Variable interferometric couplers.[4.15-4.19]Variable interferometric couplers with a Michelson configuration [4.15,4.16] and a Fabry-Perot configuration [4.17-4.19] have been investigated. The advan­tage of having variable rather than Axed output coupling is obvious. For the 
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Michelson configuration, the FIR transmittance can be varied from zero to a maximum value of 4RT where R and T are the reflectance and transmittance of the beam splitter respectively. By proper choice of beam splitter such that 4RT exceeds the optimum transmittance, one can achieve the optimal coupling by simple tuning [4.15]. Ideally the beam splitter should be transparent to IR pump radiation and reflects approximately 50% at FIR wavelength (so that 4RT ≈ 1). Typically metal meshes are used as beam splitters due to their low absorption loss at both pump and FIR wavelengths. The transmittance at the pump wavelength is, however, far from ideal and in some cases appropriate meshes for optimal output coupling may not be readily available [4.16].In the Fabry-Perot configuration, double wire mesh reflectors [4.17], coated double germanium etalons [4.18], uncoated double silicon etalons [19], and uncoated triple silicon etalons [4.19] have been reported. With a triple silicon etalon output coupler, Julien and Lourtioz [4.19] were able to achieve FIR reflectance of approximately 90 % over a reasonably wide band (60 cm** to 200 cm**). Evenson, et al.[4.23] also reported a triple-plate etalon consisting of two uncoated silicon Hats and one uncoated crystal quartz flat separated at fixed distance. Reflectance of approximately 90% was achieved at 71 ∕zm wavelength.Ideally, the output coupling is uniform over the whole waveguide aperture. In practice, both the uniformity of the output coupling and loss may depend on the alignment of the surfaces. With the exception of a special design incorporating extra optical element to ensure that the fraction of IR pump radiation that "leaks" out of the cavity is properly reflected back [4.19], the IR loss is expected to be significant in these couplers. No estimation of IR loss has been reported in the literature, however.
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4.2 Choice oî Output Coupling Schema.Although it would be ideal if one could simply point out which output coupling scheme is the "best", it should not be surprising that there exist no universal criteria for selecting the "best" output coupler in a general sense. Depending on the specific experimental condition and requirements, and taking into account various other factors such as fabrication cost, availability, durability and ease of operation, each scheme is in fact unique in one way or another.For this parametric study of optically pumped FIR lasers, a uniform output coupling coefficient independent of the size of waveguide was crucial. This was necessary so that the effects exclusively due to variation of waveguide radius could be investigated while keeping the FIR laser operating only in a Axed mode (EHn), independent of waveguide size. A multi-layer dielectric coated silicon etalon configuration was chosen for our experiment for the following reasons:(1) Fabrication was commercially available.(2) It is reasonably easy to align and adjust.(3) Although the characteristics of coated silicon etalons had been investi­gated by Durschlag, et al. [4.14], no evaluation of their performance as uniform output couplers in FIR lasers has been reported.The design, characteristics and performance of multi-layer dielectric coated silicon etalon will be treated in the next section.
4.3 Hulti4ayer Dielectric-Coated Silicon Etalon Output CoupleraTo study the feasibility of using multi-layer dielectric coated silicon etalons as uniform output couplers for FIR lasers, an estimation of the FIR properties of uncoated silicon, based on the data given in table 4.1 and 4.2 , is carried out as follows: The single surface reflectance is given by the Fresnel equations [4.26]
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Table 4.1
Index of Refraction of Pure ( resistivity>10 ohm-cm ) Siliconat Various FIR Wavelengths and Temperatures [2.24, 2.25].
1.5°K 3∩0°K
n(λ, T)
.70 pm 3.385 3.419
118 pm 3.384 3.418
496 pm 3.381 3.415
The estimated error on n given In the table is ⅛0.001
"6(∆n∕∆λ) = -8 X 10 /pm.(∆n∕ΔT) ≈ 1.13 X 10^"∕ 'K
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Table 4.2
Absorption coefficient of Pure Silicon ( resistivity > 10 Ωcm) 
at Various FIR Wavelengths and Temperatures [4.25, 4.26].
1.5°K 300 °K
α(λ, T) in neper/ cm
70 pm 0.5 1.1
118 pm 0.3 0.8
496 pm 0.1 0.3
The estimated error of α given in the table is⅛0.2 neper/cm
(∆α∕ΔT) = 1.6 xlθ s neper∕cm∕°K for λ=118 urn, at T=300°K
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R÷ ⅛-lΓ + ^ P3(n+l)^ + (n+l)2 (4.4)≈ ≈30%
The transmittance, reflectance and loss at resonance ( i.e. at the transmission peak of the etalon ) are given by(1-RJ⅝^[1-Rιe(-^Γ
66% for t = 1 mm
93% for t = 0.5 mmwhere a is the absorption coefficient and t is the thickness.
Hr. = Rι [l-Rιe(-"')]≈
0.37% for t = 1 mm
0.1% for t = 0.5mm14% for t = 1 mmLoss = A = 1-T-R 7% for t = o.5 mmAt anti-resonance (i.e. transmission minimum of the etalon) these quantitiesare: (l-R,)=⅛'-"'
27.7% for t = 1 mm
28.3% for t = 0.5 mm
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R - R" * * [1+R,e^f
67.9% for t = 1 mm






















































Fig. 4.3 Schematic diagram for measurement of FIR properties of Si wafers.Transmittance = T(0) = I(0)∕IFractional Loss = A(0)≈ [l-I(θ)-R(θ∏∕I Reflectance = R(0)≈[i-I(0)-A(0)]∕I
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Table ⅛.3
FIR Properties (at 118 μm) of Some Representative Silicon Wafers.
Sample Thickness ( in πτn) Resistivity ( in ohm-cm) Transmittance Reflectance Loss
A 0.524 2000 35% 60% 5%
B 0.322 100 50% 50% 0%
C 0.328 100 45% 55% 0%
D 0.986 20 37% 53% 10%
E 0.886 20 45% 45% 10%
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Table ⅛.4
Comparison of FIR Properties (at 118 μm) of Some Representative Silicon 
Wafers Before and After Multi-layer Dielectric Coating.
Sample Transmittance Reflectance Lossbefore coating after coating before coating after coating before coating after coating
A 35% 85% 60% 10% 5% 5%
B 50% 54% 50% 41% 0% 5%
C 45% 55% 55% 40% 0% 5%
D 37% 50% 53% 20% 10% 30%
E 45% 40% 45% 45% 10% 15%
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FIR Properties ( at 118 μm ) of Two Uniform Output Couplers.
Output Couplers Type Transmittance Reflectance Loss
Si-SS-Coated Si 35Z 60Z 5Z
see Fig. 4.3 (b)
Mesh-Coated Si 10Z 85 Z 5Z
see Fig. 4.3 (c)
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CHAPTER 5. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERIC STUMS.
5.1 introduction.As we have seen in Chapter 2 output power of an optically pumped FIR laser depends on various factors such as :* IR pump power* pressure of the active gas* waveguide diameter* FIR cavity length* output coupling coefficient.Although hundreds of papers on optically pumped FIR lasers exist in the literature, only a few of them deal with experimental parametric studies. This lack of data is undoubtedly due to the difficulties associated with the problems of stability and reproducibility. Systematic parametric studies are extremely important not only for optimization of design parameters but also for a deeper understanding of the physics involved.Yamanaka and Yoshinaga [5.1] gave some general power law relationships between FIR output power, optimum pressure, waveguide diameter. FIR cavity length and pump power, together with some experimental results for the NHg copper waveguide laser at 81.5 /mi. Neither the assumptions involved in the theory nor its derivation was discussed in their paper.The first systematic and fairly extensive experimental parametric study was reported by Fesenko and Dyubko [5.2] in 1976. Using a conventional FIR laser cavity 1.2 meter long with mirrors of 10 cm diameter and 0.9 meter radius of curvature, the dependence of FIR output power on pump power, active gas pres­sure, resonator length and diameter of exit aperture for various FIR laser tran­sitions in CH3OH, CH3F, CH3I and HC00H was investigated. Hole couplers ( 4mm 
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hole ) were used for both input and output coupling.Tanaka ef of [5.3] investigated the relationship between FIR output power, IR pump power, active gas pressure and waveguide diameter for various FIR laser transitions in NHg, CHgOH and CHgCN, using hole output couplers and a copper waveguide, as well as an open (TEM^) laser cavity. Experimental curves are given, however, only for NHg laser transition at 81.5 /mi. As was pointed out in chapter 3, hole coupling is intrinsically non-uniform, with the FIR output transmittance strongly coupled to both IR reflectance and waveguide diameter, so that it is extremely difficult to single out the effects exclusively due to waveguide diameter.Lourtioz and Adde [5.4] observed the relationship between FIR output power, pump power and active gas pressure for CHgOH laser at 116 μm, using a 25 mm ID pyrex waveguide with hole coupling mirrors at both ends ( 2 mm injection hole and 4mm output hole ). By varying the pressure of the gas in a separate FIR gas attenuator cell, they were able to vary the pump power continuously. The experimental results agree fairly well with their analysis based on a rate equation model.Kokubo, ef αZ. [5.5] investigated the dependence of FIR output power on pump power, active gas pressure, waveguide diameter and output coupling coefficient for the CHgF laser transition at 496 /mi, using a metalic waveguide and MDH (metal mesh dielectric hybrid) uniform output coupler. Fairly good agreement with theory was reported.Out of the many important parameters and thousands of FIR laser transi­tions, we have chosen to investigate the relationship between FIR output power, IR pump power, active gas pressure and waveguide diameter for CHgOH laser transition at 118 μm for the following reasons :
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(1) The CH3OH laser transition at 118 ∕½m is one of the strongest cw FIR laser lines known to date.(2) Although parametric studies on this particular laser line had been reported, some of the important relationships remain either unexplored or the results inconclusive.(3) Dependence of various parameters on waveguide diameter is of particu­lar interest because it may lead to a better understanding of the role of wall-collisional de-excitation processes in the FIR laser transition cycle. Furthermore, the waveguide diameter is obviously one of the most important design parameters in the practical realization of a compact waveguide FIR laser.The experimental setup and procedures are discussed in section 5.2. In sec­tion 5.3. the experimental results are analyzed and compared with those avail­able in the literature.
5J3 Experimental Detail.The experimental setup used for parametric study is essentially identical to the one schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.5, except that two mounts for NaCl and ZnSe flats respectively are incorporated into the system immediately out­side the input window of FIR laser gas chamber. These were used as an IR beam attenuator to vary the pump power and were mounted in such a way that they could be independently and precisely switched into and out of the pump laser beam. Four diCerent pump power levels approximately in the ratio of 1 : 0.91 : 0.5B : 0.53 were available by various combinations of the two beam attenuators. Pump power was measured before and at the end of each run by placing the detector ( Scientech Calorimeter Model 360001 and/or Coherent Power Meter Model 201 ) right inside the FIR cavity. The results were found to agree to within
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98a strong localized focusing of the pump radiation by the small diameter tubes tended to "burn" the cavity mirrors and the tube wall. As a consequence, data from waveguides with diameter 11 mm were disregarded.Components and data associated with the FIR laser system are listed in Table 5.1, and the experimental results are discussed in the next section.
5.3 Experimental Results.Dependence of FIR output power on active gas pressure for four diCerent pump power levels and three different waveguide diameters are summarized in Fig. 5.3 which clearly reveals the following qualitative features :(1) For a given waveguide diameter, the optimum pressure increases slowly as the pump power increases.(2) For a given pump power, optimum pressure increases significantly as the waveguide diameter decreases.(3) Dependence of FIR output power on IR pump power is much stronger in the high pressure region than in the low pressure region.By carefully analyzing Fig. 5.2, together with similar curves for other waveguide diameters, we were able to deduce several quantitative relationships between some important parameters as explained below.The dependence of the optimum pressure on waveguide diameter, as illus­trated in Fig. 5.3. is consistent with Hodges' result [5.6]. Linear regression gives an excellent fit with correlation coefficients of 0.998 and 0.956 for pump power of 5.6 W and 9.6 W respectively. Similar l∕d(d= waveguide diameter ) depen­dence of optimum pressure can also be deduced for CHgF metallic waveguide laser at 496 um from Kokubo's result [5.5]. This may imply that the vibrational relaxation in CHgOH laser is essentially diffusion limited, as is the case for the
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Table 5.1
Some Components and Parameters Associated With the FIR Laser System.
COg Laser
gas pressure ≈≈ 30 torr
discharge current ≈ 1.6 mA
wavelength **≈ 9.7 μm (9P3^)
output power 13 watts
FIR Laser
input window : uncoated ZnSe flat at Brewster angle 
output window : Z - cut crystalline quartz 
input coupler : 2" diameter copper mirror with 2.5 mtn coupling 
hole at the center
output coupler : 1000 lines/inch nickel mesh ( grid wirth ≈ 0.3 
milli-inch ), mylar ring spacers and coated 
silicon wafer
<R ≈ 822, T ≈≈ 12Z at 118 μm ; R≈ 952 at 9.6 μm) 
output clearance aperture : 1" ( limited by the output window ) 
waveguide : pyrex tubes with inner diameter ranging from 11.5 mm 
to 25 mm
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CHAPTER 6. SUMMARY OF THE EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL FINDINGS.This thesis is the result of an exploration of some of the fundamental prob­lems in optically pumped FIR waveguide lasers; the work was undertaken in order to reach a better understanding of the physics involved and to obtain a better set of engineering design parameters. Of particular interest here are the effects of small waveguide on FIR laser performance so that the factors that limit the compactness of an FIR waveguide laser can be exposed.In order to distinguish the effects due to waveguide diameter from those pro­duced by changing the output mirror coupling co∏βguration it was necessary to develop and use a uniform output coupler, with unique IR and FIR properties. Since such a coupler was not commercially available, various options were analyzed, and a successful configuration was designed and built. The major results of our investigation on dielectric-coated silicon mirrors can be summar­ized as follow :(1) A simple silicon etalon, with or without a multilayer dielectric coating for high IR reflectance, typically overcouples the FIR radiation, and the laser performance is far from optimum.(2) Even for an IR coating as thin as a few microns, the measured FIR pro­perties for the same sample before and after the coating may differ significantly, in contrast to Durschlags' results.(3) A tradeoff between absorption loss and diffraction loss due to surface distortion has to be made in choosing the appropriate wafer thickness. Our experience with thin silicon wafers ( thickness 300 ∕zm to 700μm ) reveals that the surface distortion due to mechanical stress induced by the mounting method can result in significant loss because of the mode distortion.
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(4) A coated silicon mirror can be used in conjunction with another uncoated silicon wafer or a metal mesh to increase the FIR reflectance to approximately 65 % with only a small increase (typically 3% to 10¾, depending on the quality of the latter) in FIR loss.FIR output power stability was found to be a critical requirement for a reli­able experimental parametric study. There are some apparent conflicts between the requirements for rigidity of the FIR laser structure ( for better power stabil­ity ) and the requirements on experimental flexibility ( to vary the parameters of interest within a reasonably wide range ). The factor that plays the most cru­cial role in our case, however, turned out to be the frequency stability of CC⅛ pump laser output. The CC⅛ laser frequency has to be locked to within an extremely narrow window in the vicinity of the CHgOH absorption peak in order that the FIR laser output power be reasonably stable. The optoacoustic fre­quency stabilization technique using a simple internal spectrophone proved to be very convenient and effective.The results of the experimental parametric study given in Figs. 5.1-5.6 can be summarized as follow :(1) For a given set of experimental conditions, with laser gas pressure being the only varying independent parameter, there exists a specific pressure at which the FIR output is optimum and a cutoff pressure beyond which the FIR laser ceases to lase.(2) For a given waveguide diameter, the optimum pressure varies linearly with pump power (for pump power ranging from 5 W to 11.5 W and waveguide diameter in the range of 11.5 mm to 25 mm).(3) For a given pump power, the optimum pressure varies linearly with the inverse waveguide diameter (l∕d).
no
(4) The optimum FIR output power varies linearly with the pump power.(5) For a given pump power, the optimum FIR output power (optimized with respect to laser gas pressure) increases as the waveguide diameter increases from a small value, achieves a local maximum, and decreases as the waveguide diameter increases further. The optimum waveguide diameter is in the vicinity of 19 mm in our case and is independent of the pump power.Two different theoretical models were used in sections 2.3 and 2.4 to analyze FIR laser performance. In Hodges' phenomenological model (Sec. 2.3), Tucker's positive gain criterion plays the crucial role, and the dependence of FIR output power on pressure is essentially controlled by the diffusion contribution to fg/go Γ<vibrational relaxation. Note that the factor [1 — fg ( ---------- 1 )^∏-] is a monoton-⅛∕g2 Γoically decreasing function of pressure and changes from positive to negative values at a certain pressure (the cutoff pressure), depending only on the molec­ular dynamics, and the statistical properties of the energy levels. Existence of
vanishes as the pressure goes to zero, and saturates to a constant value approx­imately equal to unity at the high pressure limit. Although the exact location of the optimum pressure is affected by both factors, the dependence on the former turns out to be much stronger.
via the excited state FIR absorption term A^. This term was however considered to be small compared with the other contribution and was neglected by Lourtioz and Adde in their calculation. Without justification, we have made the further approximation Ae = 0 to make the mathematics manageable with waveguide
ni
diameter and pressure as independent variables. Comparison with Lourtioz's result indicates that the excited state FIR absorption may strongly affect not only the FIR output power but also the optimum pressure and the cutoff pres­sure. For the particular cases we compared, the output power is reduced to about 1 /3 of our calculated values, and both the optimum and the cutoff pres­sures are reduced to approximately half of our calculated values.The agreement between the results predicted by the two models is surpris­ingly good for the case of the CHgF 496 μm line, considering all the simplifications and approximations involved. We speculate that the diffusion contribution to vibrational relaxation for CH3OH 118 μm line is indeed approxi­mately ten times compared with that for CHgF, because the same degree of agreement is expected for the case of CHgOH 118 μm line.Although the results predicted by the simplified model of Lourtioz and Adde's agree, at least semi-quantitatively, with all our experimental observations, there are too many adjustable parameters for the model to be useful as a design tool. Better knowledge of these parameters and the development of a suitable numer­ical algorithm for solving the implicit equation for FIR output power are cer­tainly required for further analysis. Unless the λ^∕a^ waveguide loss can be significantly reduced by one way or another, compact FIR waveguide laser will be difficult to realize, particularly for those laser lines in the long wavelength end of the FIR spectrum.
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PART IIFOLDED FABRY-PEROT QUASI-OPTICAL RING RESONATOR DIPLEXERTHEORY AND EXPERIMENT
113
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTIONThe coherent detection technique also known as heterodyne radiometry is well known in the microwave and radio frequency regions. The basic idea is to direct the incoming signal of interest and a local osci11ator signal onto the surface of a radiation detector where a current at the difference frequency of the two beams is generated via the nonlinear process. The beat current is called the signal current. The effect of mixing the incoming signal beam with a powerful local osci1lator is to generate the signal current and the rms shot noise current both proportional to the square root of the 1ocal oscillator power. Thus the signal to noise ratio in the signal beam can be preserved, while the incoherent background noise is submerged. A diplexer is a component in the system that should serve, ideally, the dual purpose of injecting the two beams onto the surface of the detector with minimum 1 oss and rejecting the noise from the local osci11ator. This is i11ustrated schematically in Fig. 1.1.With the invention of lasers, an opticl heterodyne detection system using laser as the 1ocal osci11ator with appropriate optical components replacing the microwave counterparts has been developed. The design of diplexers is a difficult problem in the far-infrared region because the local osci11ators available in this spectral region produce limited output power, and a successful design must not waste any of that scarce local oscillator power. Conventional microwave techniques cannot be used for diplexing because of thei r high losses in the FIR region of the electro­magnetic spectrum.
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Fig. 1.1 Schematic diagram of the role of a diplexer In a heterodyne detection system.
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A folded Fabry-Perot resonator with plane parallel reflectors, which serves the purpose of filtering the noise and diplexing the 1ocal osci1lator and signal energies into the mixer, was described and tested by Gustincic [1 ], [2]. The basic idea is i 1 lustrated in Fig. 1.2. The resonator is tuned by moving the mirror block so that the local oscillator input from port I is at resonant peak of the cavity and gets transmitted into port IV. The signal input at a siightly different frequency lies in the anti-resonant band of the cavity and gets reflected from port III into port IV. The trans­mi ssion characteristic of the Fabry-Perot cavity is the well known Ai ry Function [3]. The advantage of the Fabry-Perot ring resonator diplexer over the two beam interferometer diplexer [4], whose transmission characteristic is of sinusoidal nature, lies in the fact that the Fabry-Perot resonator, with the Finesse F>>l, has a better noise rejection factor for the 1 ocal osci 11 ator input port and also a much wider reflection band for the signal port. The advantage of this type of Fabry-Perot cavity over the infinite slab Fabry-Perot resonator analyzed by Arnaud et a_^ [5] and by Goldsmith [6] is that geometrical walk-off 1oss is eliminated. Other types of diplexers were described by Nakajima and Watanabe [7].In chapter 2, we give qualitative treatment on how diffraction limits the performance of the diplexer and introduces a simple solution to minimize diffraction. Mathematical formulation of the problem on diplexer perform­ance, its underlying assumptions, detailed analysis, and theoretical results are given in chapter 3. Some of the mathematical details are given in the Appendix. Experimental results at 100 GHz are presented in chapter 4. In chapter 5, we conclude by summarizing our results with a description on how they can be applied to estimate the figure of merit of the diplexer with a curved reflector as compared to one with plane reflectors.
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic diagram of a folded Fabry-Perot ring resonator diplexer.
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Chapter 2. EFFECT OF DIFFRACTION AND THE RELATED DESIGN PROBLEMFor applications in the millimeter and submi 11imeter wave regions, the performance of the diplexer is essentially limited by diffraction effects. Diffraction in the vertical direction results in energy loss of the system, since the top and bottom of the cavity are open, while diffraction in horizontal di recti on couples port III and port IV together so that a significant fraction of the local oscillator input energy is distributed into port III. This can be visualized by conceptually propagating the input beam through a lattice of virtual cavities, as is i 1 lustrated in Fig. 2.1. These diffraction problems can be reduced by replacing one of the plane reflectors with a curved mirror with surface properly designed to phase match a Gaussian beam with an appropriate beam waist at the plane reflector, as shown in Fig. 2.2. A toroidal surface with horizontal radius of curvature twice that of the vertical turns out to be a very good approx­imation to the exact shape.Steps leading to solution of the diplexer design problem follow:(1) Choose the free spectral range (FSR) of the cavity so that it is twice the intermediate frequency fγp of the system (i.e. FSR = 2f^). The condition above fixes the width (⅛ι) and length (L) of the square cavity to ½ = L = c/4 ^2fip where c is the velocity of light in free space.(2) The appropriate beam waist radius (wg) and the Raleigh length (Z^) are gi ven by w^ = ½∕3 V^2^ ; Z∏ = π w<^ ∕λ where λ is the free space 












Fig. 2.2 Reflector surface design for minimum diffraction.(a) Top view, (b) Side view.
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Following the steps 11sted above, we have constructed an experimental model based on the following parameters: f jp = 1 GHz, W = L= 5.30cm, WQ = 1.25cm, λ = 0.3cm, R^ = 62cm, R^ = 31 cm. In order to separatethe effect of diffraction in vertical di recti on from that in horizontal di recti on, a resonator with a cyli ndri cal reflector designed to control only the vertical diffraction loss was also constructed and tested. Our experimental models also included a diplexer with plane reflectors, so that the total effect of diffraction in both di rections can also be observed. Preliminary experimental results of these studies were reported at the Sixth International Conference on Infrared and Millimeter Haves L8]. Although the simple cavity model described above leads us to the optimum curvature with mi ni mum diffracti on effect, it is far too simple to predict how much improvement one should expect by introducing the phase-matching curved reflector. The formalism used by Arnaud et al [5j can be in principle used to predict transmission of the flat wall and curved wall geometries. However, the results of the walk-off analysis presented in that paper are not applicable here because of the special boundary conditions imposed by the reflecting mi rrors. The flat mi rror case is formally equivalent to the case treated by Arnaud if the single detector is replaced by an array of detectors. The curved mi rror case is more di ffi cult because edge di ffracti on from the aperture of the cavity becomes significant. Description of the cavity in terms of its resonant modes is more convenient in the higħ finesse case where edge diffraction is important because the effects are included implicitly. An analysis based on a modal expansion wi11 be described in the next section.
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Chapter 3. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND ANALYSISAn exact three-dimensional analysis of the di plexer performance with a curved reflector is fairly complicated, so we seek some simplifying approximation. For practical application in the mi 11imeter and submil­limeter wave region, where the curvatures are mild, we can assume that diffraction effects in vertical and horizontal directions can be decoupled. The original problem is thus resolved into two simpler problems, namely, a one-dimensional infinite strip resonator problem for treatment of vertical diffraction loss, and a two-dimensional waveguide problem for treatment of horizontal diffraction effects. The two are decoupled in the sense that solution from the first part enters only as a parameter into the second. 3.1 Infinite Strip Resonator ModelFor the plane resonator diplexer, the infinite strip plane resonator model of Barone [9] is used to approximate the eigenfunction and the dif- f raction 1 oss associ ated with each mode in the vertical di recti on. The excitation efficiency of each mode by various input beams (plane wave and Gaussian beams with various beamwaist sizes) is evaluated by the overlap integral of the input function and the eigenfunction of each mode. For the cylindrical and toroidal resonator diplexers, the diffraction 1 oss in the vertical di recti on is estimated by the infinite-strip cylindrical resonator moαel of Boyd and Gordon [10j. The dimensions of the actual cavity and the associated models are i11ustrated in Fig. 3.1, with Fresnel Numbers and round-trip amplitude diffraction losses of the fundamental modes given in the 1ower part of the figure.
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Fig. 3.1 Estimation of vertical diffraction loss by one dimensional limite strip resonator model.
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3.2 Two Dimensional Waveguide ProblemThe mathematical formulation of the two dimensional waveguide problem, together with the appropriate coordinate system is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The dependence on the y-coordinate is ignored, since the effect of field variations in y direction is separately taken into account by section 3.1, as explained at the beginning of this section. The electric and magnetic fields at z=0 and z=W can be expanded in terms of the complete basis set as
Symbolically, we can express the expressions above as
Ey(z=0) = ∑ e∏^2∕Lg sin(niix∕Lg) n (3.la)"x(ι=0) = 1 h∩^2∕Lg sin(nιrx∕Lg)n (3.lb)Ey(z=W) = ∑ e*∏^2∕Lg sin(nιrx∕Lg) n (3.1c)Hχ(z=W) = ∑ h"η*^2∕Lg sin(nπx∕Lg)πwhere all the e^∏, h"^, e^, and h∏ are complex in general. (3.Id)
(3.1e)
(3.If)
For an input beam 1inearly polarized in y direction, we consider only the TE modes since the TM modes are not significantly coupled to our input beam. Assume that we have a transmission matrix that transforms the E and M fields at z=0 to those at z=W, so that (3.2)
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w
Fig. 3.2 Dimensions and coordinates associated with the two dimensional waveguide analysis.
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The eigenvalue problem of the waveguide can then be expressionsI * A. ⅛, * 6χρ(ΐΦ.)υ. (3.3)where and are the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues of the waveguide.The procedure for determination of the T matrix wl11 be described In the Appendix.In general, T wl11 be a non-symmetrlc real matrix, and the eigenmodeswill appear In palrs with el genvalues given by exp(t1⅜), representing forwardand backward golng waves.If we represent the elgenvectors In the basis set as
Us "It* "2. (3.4)
then the associated eigen-functions Ψ. will be given byΦα =∑"na 2/Lg s1n(nπx∕Lg) (3.5)nConsider a 11 nearly polarized Input beam from port I with the electric field vector glven by !E = Ep(x)y at z=0. If we Ignore the magnetlc part and also the 1mpedence mlsmatch between free space and the waveguide, we can expand the Incoming field 1n terms of the complete set of basis functions as
Eo(×) =∑ S∏T 2/Lg Sln(nπχ∕Lg),
n




where the prime Is used to symbolize the fact that the summation should run 
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only over the "E-parts" of the eigenfunctions with eigenvalues representing the forward-going waves. Using (3.5), we can rewrite (3.8) as
⅛(×)=∑ n. V∏. ^2∕L∏ sin(mrx∕L∏), (3.9)
an 33
where V is the submatrix of u which couples the E field with the forward going eigenmodes. By comparing (3.6) and (3.9), we have
I Mα V∩a = S∩, (3.10)
a
or τ⅛ * Σ V a∩ Sη. (3.11)nEach eigenmode propagates independently through the Fabry-Parot, with amplitude transmittance and reflectance given by [3Jt. = ∏.t∖∕(l-r^), (3.12a)
r. = %[r + t⅛∕(l-r^ Λ^)], (3.12b)
where r and t are the amplitude reflection coefficient and the amplitude transmission coefficient of the interfaces. From (3.9), (3.11) and (3.12), the total transmitted and reflected amplitudes can be expressed as
Et = ∑ V^αmSmV∏α V^2∕ζ sin(nwx∕L )[t2α∕(l-r⅜)] (3.13a)
αnm
Er = A si∩(n.x∕Lg)[r+t⅛∕(l-r^)J (3.13⅛)
α∏m
The fields Et and E^ can be Fourier analyzed into far-field patterns. Alternatively, the amplitude received by a detector (receiver) can be deter­mined by conceptually treating it as a transmitter and taking the overlap integral of its emitted amplitude distribution at an appropriate plane with the normalized amplitude distribution at the same plane of the field 
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to be detected. If the detector at port IV has the same geometry as the transmitter at port I, we have, from (3.6) and (3.7)E⅛ = E. = ∑ Sf∕17⅛^ sin(nιrx∕Lg), (3.14)n
and S∏ = Y 2/Lg E* sin(∏πx∕Lα) dx. (3.15)o 4 9
The amplitude received by the detector at port IV is then given by
t4 =*ξ E4 Et dx. (3.16)
Using (3.13a) and (3.14), we obtain
t4 = Σ ⅛!, ‰ S„ S,[t∖∕(l-r⅛^)] (3.17)α∏m —_____  LqSimilarly, if = *^2∕LgJ^ E3sin(ηπx∕Lg)dx, (3.18)
then t3 = ∑ ^αm^nα ⅛^n^ Λ^)]. (3.19)ct∏m
For port I and port II, we have
∏ = I Vn« Sm⅛['' ÷ (3-M)snm
^2 = I V(⅛n ^nα ⅛ ^*^ ∕(l-r Λ^)]. (3.21)
ct∏m
As an illustrative example, let us apply the procedure described above to analyze the simplest special case where both side-walls of the waveguide are fl at. The transformation matrix T is given by
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T D J,2 X - X ⅞cos(kηW)sin(k^M) sin(kηW)∕kη cos(k^W)
(3.22)(3.23)
and k2 = (2π∕λ)2 -(∏π∕Lg)2. (3.24)
The eigenvectors and satisfy the eigenvalue equations
ηT = exp(ik∩W) ∕ 1 ∖ = exp(-ik∏½) ∕ 1 ∖,∖*^ ^n ∕ ∖ ^^n /
Tn
as can be easily verified.For an input plane wave from port I with incident angle = θEo(x) = 2/Lg exp[ikQSine(x-Lg∕2)] = E⅛(x), (3.25)
E3(x) = 2∕Lg" exp[-ik^sine(x-Lg∕2)]. (3.26)
From (7) and (18) we have
S∩ =^V2∕LgjΓ sin(nπx∕Lg)exp[ikQSinθ(x-Lg∕2)]dx, (3.27)
Q∏ = S^. (3.27a)
By straightforward integration, we get
S∩ = -i 1 /2 [exp(ntri∕2)sinc(kQLgSin(θ∕2)+ nπ∕2)- exp(-nπi∕2)sinc(kQLgSin(θ∕2)- nπ∕2)]. (3.28)
The field amplitude as "seen" by the detector at each port can be determined from (3.17) and (3.19) through (3.21).The rapid decay of the "sine" function with increasing argument ensures that the infinite sums over index n and m in the expression for t%, t3, r2 and r-] will have only a few terms (modes) adjacent to q = koLgSinθ∕π 
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that make a significant contributlon. Furthermore, the V matrix turns out to be "almost diagonal" (i.e. the elements that are significantly different from zero are those along the diagonal, and in some cases, those adjacent to the di agonal), so that the 1nfi nite sum over index α also converges rapidly within a few terms in the neighborhood of α = q. Most of the energy is thus carried via the mode q = koLgSlnθ∕π and the adjacent modes.It is the interference between the q mode and adjacent modes which leads to the di recti vity. In Eq. (3.17) the contributlon of the q mode to the sum by product SgSq has a magnitude of -1/2. The two adjacent modes together contribute 0.405. For t^ the phase is such that these three modes add, while for t3 the phase is such that these modes subtract. This picture, 1n which di recti vity is a consequence of interference between modes, persists to the case of the diplexer with a curved mirror. For the waveguide with one curved wall, most of the energy comes 1n two adjacent modes with propagation phase factors separated by almost τr.Using parameters for our experimental model with a curved mirror, theoretical phase dispersion curves for four of the eigenmodes have been computed and are plotted in Fig. 3.3. Note that the eigenmodes are labeled by index q such that ∣Uq^∣ ⅛ ∣u∩^∣ for all n. Al though thi s scheme introduces some ambiguity when two or more basis modes are almost equally dominant, it is convenient because it labels the particular basis mode that has maximum contribution.The results of the numerical calculation also 1ndicate that, for optimal Gaussian beam input excitation, only two of the eigenmodes are si gni ficantly coupled, and thei r phase difference 6" turns out to be a crucial parameter that determines the transmission characteristics. We define ό as the fractional part of the phase difference measured in units
=⅛⅛e
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of ιr. Equivalently, δ is the frequency separation of the modes divided by the free spectral range. In Fig. 3.4, values of 6 are plotted against Lo/R with m = 2Lg∕λ as parameters, λ is the free space wavelength and the meaning of Lo, R and Lg are defined in the inset for Fig. 3.4. It is interesting to note that the results (circles) are fit very well by the empirical relation 6 = exp(-.0283m^LQ∕R)∕m (straight 1ines).The transmi ssion into port IV, )t^∣ 2, -j$ plotted against the input Gaussian beamwaist-size with the radius of curvature of the waveguide as a parameter in Fig. 3.5 The arrows in the figure indicate the waist-sizes for which the input Gaussian beam is phase-matched to the curved surface i1 lustrated in Fig. 2.2. The agreement with our waveguide analysis is excellent.So far we have completely ignored the existence of metal meshes at the input and output planes of our waveguide. Reflectivities for metal meshes determine the finesse, F, of the diplexer. In practice, values of F are set by the system requirements. Since the finesse is the free spectral range in units of transmission linewidth, and δ is the phase difference of the two dominant eigenmodes in units of the free spectral range, the product Fδ can be interpreted as the ratio of phase difference of the two dominant eigenmodes to that of the transmission linewidth. Transmission into portoIV, ]t4] , for dipiexers with flat and curved reflectors, are compared in Fig. 3.6 for various values of Fδ.3.3 Solutions to the three dimensional problem - To convert the solutions (3.17), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.21) of the two-dimensional problems into those of the orignal three-dimensional diplexer problem, we have to consider the effects of fi nite size and curvature of the walls in the vertical di recti on. Diffraction loss due to finite size can easily be taken into account simply
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Fig. 3.4 Normalized phase difference, φ, of the two dominant eigenmodes vs. Lg/R. m = 2L^∕^ is the resonant order. Straight lines represent the fit by the empirical relation φ= exp(- 0.0283m Lg∕R)∕m.
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Fig. 3.5 Through-put (port IV) vs. waist-size of input Gaussian beam for different wall curvatures. Waist-sizes such that the beam phase- matched to the curved surface are indicated by arrows.
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by replacing the amplitude reflectance r by rf and the amplitude transmit­tance t by t Vf] where 1-f is the amplitude attenuation per round trip due to vertical diffraction 1 oss. The values of 1 -f are given in part A of this section. Under the conditions that loss factor is relatively small (i.e. 1-f<<l) and that the vertical curvature of the wall is mi Id so that the mode structure of the two dimensional waveguide analyzed in part B is not significantly distorted, the results obtained by this approach should represent a very good approximation to the solutions of the original problem. The effective finesse wi11 beF = π(rf)∕(l-r2f2) (3.29)
and γ = T4 (l-r2)2f∕(l-r2f2)2 (3.30)
where T4=∣t4∣ is the power transmission for port IV of the two dimen­sional problem (see Fig. 3.6), and T/4 is the corresponding power transmission for the three-dimensional problem.






Fig. 3.6 Transmission (T%) for diplexers with flat and curved reflectors vs. F<5. ( ------- curved mirror, —-- flat mirror. )
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Fig. 4.2 Experimental results of transmission measurement for diplexers with different geometries, (a) Plane diplexer, (b) Cyl1ndr1cal diplexer, (c) Toroidal diplexer.
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by steps of approximately 3 dB in going from plane to cylindrical and cylindrical to toroidal reflecting geometries. Within our experimental errors of + 1 dB, the peak of 14 for toroidal diplexer shows 0 dB 1 oss relative to the toroidal waveguide. Furthermore, the toroidal geometry also helps in suppressing the unwanted secondary transmission peak which invariably appears in the transmission characteristic curves of plane and cylindrical diplexers.
Chapter 5. CONCLUSIONIn this work, the solution to the minimum diffraction design problem of a folded Fabry-Perot quasi-optical ring resonator diplexer is given. The performance of diplexers with and without optimal geometry was invest- igated both theoretically and experimentally. Performance curves are presented so that they can be used to estimate how much improvement in performance one could expect by switching from the plane reflector to the optimal curved reflector.Important steps are summarized below for the interest of prospective practical users:(1) The size of the cavity, appropriate input Gaussian beam waist­size, and optimal radii of curvature for minimum diffraction are al 1 deter­mi ned by the intermediate frequency f∑p of the system as explained in Chapter 2.(2) The resonant order q is approximately given by q = ^^2⅛j∕χ.(3) For a plane-mirror diplexer, the fractional part of the phase difference of the two dominant eigenmodes in modulo ιr is given by δ = 1 ∕q.(4) For a toroidal-mi rror di plexer, the phase difference can be obtai ned from the empi ri cal formula associated wi th Fig. 3.4.
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(5) Based on the value of the finesse, F, required by the experimental condition the peak transmission for both the plane and toroidal diplexers can be estimated from the curves glven 1n Fig. 3.6, assumlng no diffractlon loss In the vertlcal di recti on.(6) The peak transmission can then be corrected for loss In the vert­ical di recti on using Eq. (3.30), and the reflectivity of the mesh can be determlned from Eq. (3.29).
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APPENDIX: Determination of the T matrix for a two-dimensional waveguide with one curved wal1.The basic idea of this approach is to approximate the curved surfaceby a series of steps as illustrated in Fig. Al. Let the total number ofsteps beso that 2N-1, the depth of the steps are chosen, for later convenience,
1/NLi ∕L-j _*) = (Lφ∕Lg ) for i <0 (A J)
-1/NLi /Li _] = (L()∕Lg ) for i>0 (A.2)
Note that the ratio is independent of the step index "i". Values of zwhere the jumps occur are chosen so that the original curve x(z) bi sectsthe vertical segments at each jump, i.e * * (Zi -1 si ) = (Li.ι +Li)∕2. Thestep width ½-j is fixed by the conditions above and does depend on the index "i".The T matrix can be expressed as
⅛ = ∏N Hd ∏N-1 -Id °°°° ∏2-Id -El Hu Ho "" ∏-(N-l)∏u JE-N (A.3)
where J⅛, the propagation along step "a" of width δ½2, is given by⅞ = Ria* ⅛Jι× (A.4)and -Ena cos(knχδWχ)nχsin(kn*6ι⅛) sin(k∩^δkι^)∕k cos(k∩^δM^)
with k^ = (2π∕λ)^ - (nπ∕L^)^ (A.6)
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Fig. Al. Approximation of curved wall by steps of constant length ratio.
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For frequencies beyond cutoff (1.e. for Imaginary values of k∩^), the expression for k∏* given above can still be used with the standard sub­stitution of hyperbolic functions for trigonometric functions. Ty Is the mode change at each "step up jump" glven by
(A.7)
and T(⅛ Is the correspondlng change at each "step down jump" given by
(A.8)
Ll-12 fwhere ×m∏ = —------------J sin (mιrx∕Li )s1n(∏πx∕L^ ι )dxτr∏L∏^ J0
= —— j-s^c(∏7r-mπLi-i∕Li) - s1nc(∏π + m∏Li-i∕Li)] (A.9)
Note that x,η∩ depends only on n and m, and the ratio L^.]∕L-j which Is Independent of the step Index "1".For the calculations reported here, the step approximation converged when 50 to 100 steps were used. The size of the plane wave basis required ranged from 10 to 20 values of n centered about q. Only a few waves beyond cutoff could be used because of round-off errors 1 n the cosh and sinh functions.
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